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awareness of the e-commerce portal. In fact, 
these results are not a true measure of imarket’s
penetration, which is far greater: it has links to
virtual underwriting agency iprism and no doubt
other market players too.

By slicing and dicing the survey data, it is
possible to see that when network/alliance
members are compared with all respondents, 
the network/alliance members access insurer
websites directly for fewer transactions (figure 3).
This makes sense, as brokers who are network
members often have access to systems run by
underwriting agencies that will help to satisfy
most of their e-trading needs. Additionally,
underwriting agencies may work with a panel of
insurers, thus further reducing the need for
brokers to access insurer sites directly. Examples
include Towergate’s PowerPlace and Brokerbility
Network’s BIG system.

These findings are only an early indication of
survey results. Further analysis of these and other
issues, including e-trading comparisons between
commercial and personal lines, and profiles of
brokers’ use of e-trading technology, will be
available in the survey report. IT

If you would like to find out more
about the survey, please contact
lizzie.telford@insurancetimes.co.uk

A hard core never use 
e-trading; as many as
40% never use imarket 
or bespoke systems

FIGURE 1 How frequently do you use electronic trading systems for commercial lines?
‘Never use’ respondents are included

FIGURE 3 Commercial Insurance – how frequently do you use insurers’ websites?
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FIGURE 2 How frequently do you use electronic trading systems for commercial lines?
‘Never use’ respondents are removed
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